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Sinology (ICST) is a comprehensive database of sinology and Chinese studies literature 
from across the world, incorporating a range of resource types from multiple languages 
and databases. ICST is an integrated service platform for timely and comprehensive 
digital knowledge discovery, knowledge service and knowledge management. 
The aim of the platform is to promote the dissemination and integration of global 
academic knowledge related to Chinese studies, and to facilitate understanding of the 
achievements and development trends of the field from multiple dimensions such as 
academic, cultural, ideological, and social. Featuring content from a wealth of sources 
including academic journals, conference proceedings, doctoral dissertations and 
master’s theses, newspapers, yearbooks, reference works, books, and scholar profiles, 
ICST provides robust search and navigation tools, with multidimensional navigation by 
subject, resource type, date, region, language, specialized collections, and more. Users 
can access PDF full-text content for CNKI resources, as well as citation information for 
international publications, and links to the publisher’s platform.



China Research Gateway (CRG) presents the full spectrum of Chinese research, with exhaustive representation of STEM, 
social science, and humanities disciplines. Featuring an unparalleled breadth of sources, including scholarly journals, 
monographs, statistical publications, government documents, newspapers, dissertations, conference proceedings, 
patents, and many other content types, CRG offers a centralized means for discovery and access to this rich trove of 
research, specifically tailored to serve the needs of North American scholars and institutions. 

Visit www.eastview.com/crg for more information or to request a trial
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Features
�� Content navigation is possible from multiple dimensions such as discipline, time, region, document type, and language.

�� Multiple search methods, including basic, advanced, professional, author, and sentence. Search by multiple fields, including 
summary, keywords, title, full text, author, first author, unit, fund, summary, subtitle, references, literature source, and DOI. 
Choose to search across multiple databases or search a specific resource type, such as journals, conference proceedings, 
newspapers, yearbooks, library special collections, and rare ancient books.

�� Publication Search provides navigation of journals, conference proceedings, newspapers, yearbooks, and international 
Chinese journals according to the unique search features and search criteria of each product.

�� CNKI’s Knowledge Network Node supports discovery of additional related content with tools such as similar articles, reader 
recommendations, related fund literature, and associated authors.

Content
�� ICST contains a variety of source content:

�� Browse by subjects and sub-disciplines. Subjects include: Philosophy and Religion, History and Geography, Language and 
Linguistics, Literature and Art, Politics, Law, Social Science, and Economics.

�� Browse by featured topics, such as: The road ahead: China and the world, The Digital Development of China Studies, 
COVID-19 and global public health, Asia at the crossroads, and Cosmopolitanism in Asian Studies. 

�� Browse specialized resources:
• Library Special Collection: Integrates library collection resources, search more than 30,000 book bibliographic records
• Rare Ancient Books: A collection of nearly 50,000 rare Chinese ancient books
• International Journal of China: A selection of 95 foreign journals related to East Asian Studies and China Studies
• Chinese Academic Circle: A total of 121 scholars of Chinese studies, continuously increasing
• China Studies Center: A total of 79 Chinese studies research institutes, continuously increasing
• Digital China Studies: Provides connections to databases developed by authoritative international organizations, and 

one-click access to high-quality Chinese studies resources

Journals (over 25 million articles)

Doctoral dissertations & master’s theses (2 million articles)

Conference proceedings (670,000 articles)

Books (nearly 5,000 titles)

 

Yearbooks (13 million articles)

Reference works (nearly 15 million articles)

Expert profiles (120,000 entries) 

Institution information (632 units)

 


